
Hi there, 

 

When we shifted to Work from Home, a lot of IT leaders thought they'd have to

totally reinvent their infrastructure. 

 

The options for managing this shift are... imperfect to say the least. VDI and DaaS

have known UX issues and simply using a VPN doesn't provide the level of security

enterprises need. 

 

OS isolation puts an end to the trade off between user experience and security by

giving employees a VM based workstation on their device. 

 

Read Hysolate CEO Marc Gaffan's recent article in HelpNet security to learn more

about the false choice between worker productivity and security. 

 

Read More on HelpNet Security

Have a great week!

 

Karine Regev, 

VP Marketing, Hysolate

The Most Requested Windows Virtual Desktop
Feature
Why you should read it now: It actually is possible to get cost-efficient, scalable,

user-friendly virtual desktops AND full modern management with Azure AD and

Intune. 

Read More on the Hysolate Blog

The Simple, Overlooked Cybersecurity threat
Why you should read it now: While zero days and ransomware attacks make all

the headlines, your enterprise is much more likely to be attacked via a simple

business email compromise attack. 

Read more on ZDNet

Large Cryptomining Malware Goes Undetected
for 2 Years 
Why you should read it now: The WatchDog malware has been secretly mining

the Monero cryptocurrency for two years on hundreds of Windows and Linux

devices.  

Read More on ThreatPost

Biden Weighs Response to SolarWinds Attack 
Why you should read it now: Anne Neuberger, President Biden’s deputy national

security adviser for cyber and emerging technology, says the government is looking

into executive orders to help prevent future attacks similar to SolarWinds.

Read more on Yahoo News
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